
R18+ for games vote July 21/22 
The Standing Committee of Attorneys  
General meets in Adelaide on July 21 and 
22.  After months of argument, propagan-
da,  and lobbying from all sides, these Min-
isters will tackle the issue of whether there 
should be an R18+ classification for games. 

The Federal Minister for Home Affairs 
Brendan O’Connor will be pushing for 
agreement on his proposed new classifica-
tion scheme for games, which includes an 
R18+ classification. He will be presenting 
the outcome of his latest online poll on his 
proposals.  The Minister has threatened to 
override the States if he can’t get the re-
quired unanimous agreement. The ACCM 
has written to the Minister and to the other 
Attorneys opposing  this proposal as it 
does not believe it fixes the existing prob-
lems with MA15+ (see www.childrenand-
media.org.au ). 

Other Ministers have differing views: the 
ACT and Tas AGs have said that they will 
support the O’Connor proposal; the newly 
elected NSW AG is quoted as saying he’ll 
not vote on the issue; the SA AG is pre-
pared to go it alone on rolling all MA15+ 
games into a new R18+ classification. 

We await the outcome with interest.  In the 
meantime the Aust Law Reform Commis-
sion gets on with the job of reviewing the 
whole classification system.  Submissions 
to that review closed on July 15. 

Media use and child sleep
It has been known for some time that  
media use can negatively effect a child’s 
sleep but little has been known about how 
content choices and times of watching af-
fect this relationship. 

New US research with children aged 3-5 
has shown that violent content and evening 
media use were associated with increased 
sleep problems. Children with a bedroom 
television consumed more media and were 
more likely to have a sleep problem. No 
such effects were observed with nonviolent 
daytime media use. 

Garrison, M; Liekweg, K; Christakis, D 
(2011) Media Use and Child Sleep: The Im-
pact of Content, Timing, and Environment. 
Pediatrics, 128, 29-35.

New parliamentary report on  
cybersafety and the young 
 

On Monday 20 June 2011, the Joint Select 
Committee on Cyber-Safety tabled its re-
port on the Inquiry into Cyber-Safety, High-
Wire Act: Cyber-Safety and the Young.

The report takes account of the opinions 
and internet habits of 33,751 young Aus-
tralian internet users. According to the 
committee, 

 

“the results of this consultation highlight 
the fact that younger generations not only 
hold the key to their own safety, but also 
that their knowledge and risk-manage-
ment strategies are frequently underval-
ued. Young Australians have a wealth 
of experience with new technologies and 
are often more equipped to respond appro-
priately to online risks than is assumed.” 

The 32 recommendations cover a range 
of issues related to cyber-safety and 
young Australian internet users. Rec-
ommendation 1, in particular, shows a 
new awareness that children are starting 
their internet explorations at a very young  
age. It reads:

That the Minister for School Education, 
Early Childhood and Youth consider the  
feasibility of assisting preschools and 
kindergartens to provide cyber-safety  
educational programs for children as part of 
their development activities.

The full report can be found at 
http://www.aph.gov.au/house/committee/
jscc/report.htm

Senate review report on Australia’s  
classification scheme
In late June the Senate Legal and Constitu-
tional Affairs Committee tabled its report  
Review of the National Classification Scheme: 
achieving the right balance. The Commit-
tee made 30 recommendations which 
they asked the Federal Attorney General 
to direct the ALRC to note in their ongo-
ing review of classification in Australia.  
Government Senators dissented from the 
recommendations, apart from recs 3, 12 
and 30. 

Notably, Rec 3 says there has been no 
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Billboard advertising inquiry report 
released  
On Monday 4 July 2011, the House of 
Representatives Standing Committee on 
Social Policy and Legal Affairs tabled the 
report of its inquiry into the regulation of 
billboard and outdoor advertising entitled 
Reclaiming Public Space. 

The report recommends that the advertising 
the industry be given until June 30, 2013 
to prove that it is capable of monitoring 
billboards before the federal government 
is forced to intervene. Outdoor ads, which 
include shop windows, bus shelters and 
murals, make up just two per cent of all 
advertising, but in 2010 accounted for 20 
per cent of all complaints.
 

The full report can be found at;  
http://www.aph.gov.au/house/committee/
spla/outdoor%20advertising/report.htm

*****************
 
Classification Board warns about new 
Harry Potter film 
In a media release dated 4 July 2011 the 
Australian Government Classification 
Board warned that it has classified the new 
film Harry Potter and the Deathly Hollows – 
Part 2,  M with consumer advice of ‘Fantasy 
themes and violence’. The acting Director 
of the Classification Board, Lesley O’Brien,  
reminded consumers that although there 
are no legal restrictions on access,  films 
classified M are recommended for mature 
audiences and may require a mature 
perspective.

To read the ACCM review of this film go 
to :
h t t p : / / w w w. yo u n g m e d i a . o r g . a u /
mediachildren/07_04_choose_films.htm

A discussion of the effects of Harry Potter 
films on children can be found on the 
Center on Media and Child Health website 
at :
h t t p : / / w w w. y o u n g m e d i a . o r g . a u /
mediachildren/07_04_choose_films.htm
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Marketing food and drink to UK children 

A new report published by the UK based  
National Heart Foundation in June maps the 
national and international regulations and 
voluntary commitments from businesses 
affecting food and drink marketing to British 
children in order to identify current gaps and 
opportunities for action. 

With contributions from the National Children’s 
Bureau, the International Association for the 
Study of Obesity, the International Business 
Leaders’ Forum and the Institute for Social 
Marketing, the report also presents fresh insights 
from children, young people and parents about 
their awareness of food marketing techniques 
and the reported influence on their food and 
drink choices. 

It also presents views from commercial 
stakeholders drawn from food companies, 

licensing companies, retailers, advertisers and 
trade associations. 

The full report, An analysis of the regulatory and 
voluntary landscape concerning the marketing and 
promotion of foods and drinks to children can be 
found at 
http://www.heartforum.org.uk/our-work/policy/
nutrition/marketing-food-and-drink-to-children/

Nine undertakes to strengthen complaint 
handling procedures 
The Nine Network has provided the Australian 
Communications and Media Authority 
(ACMA) with an enforceable undertaking 
designed to underpin improved compliance 
with the complaint-handling provisions of the  
Commercial Television Industry Code of 
Practice.

Viewers concerned about code breaches must 
first complain, in writing, to the station involved.  
The broadcaster then has 30 working days to 
respond to the complaint. Under the new enforceable 
undertaking Nine will send responses to postal 
complaints by either registered mail or Express Post 
and will maintain a register of all code complaints. 
ACMA will be provided with a monthly report on 
complaints received and processed and quarterly 
reports on compliance.

The enforceable undertaking is available on the 
ACMA website at: 

http://www.acma.gov.au/

EDITORIAL

Barbara Biggins  
OAM
Hon CEO
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US Supreme Court rules on violent video 
games
On 27th June, the US Supreme Court handed 
down its decision in the case of the Governor 
of California vs Entertainment Merchants 
Association. California was seeking to have its 
law, restricting the sale or rental of violent video 
games to minors, declared valid.  By a seven to two 
verdict, the Court ruled that video games qualify 
for First Amendment protection and therefore 
the California law was unconstitutional.  

Dissenting Judge Breyer wrote in part 
‘California has substantiated its claim of harm 
with considerably stronger evidence [than in 
earlier successful cases before the Court], and 
California’s law imposes no more than a modest 
restriction on expression’. Thomas, J said [in part] 
that ‘the practice and beliefs of the founding 
generation establish that “the freedom of speech’ 
as orginally understood, does not include a right 
to speak to minors ... without going through the 
minor’s parents or guardians’. The full decision 
can be found on the Supreme Court website. 

US researchers have argued that the decision does 
not mean that the research evidence is not valid. 
Dougas Gentile and Craig Anderson of Iowa State 
University siad “As scientists we felt compelled 
to help the Court understand the science, That is 
why we submitted our research and professional 
opinions in an amicus curiae brief for this case.  
...Nonetheless, we understood that many other 
factors are relevant to this case  beyond research, 

such as legal precedent, consitutional 
issues and political factors ... we are 
not surprised that the law was struck 
down, as we believe our society 
should be very careful about limiting 
First Amendment protections”.   (Op-
ed article link below) 

In a wry commentary on the Court 
decision, cartoonist Sheneman for 
the Star Ledger drew a father and mother in their 
kitchen.  In response to the husband’s question 
“where’s Johnny?”, the wife looking dolefully into 
her glass of wine, says” He said the US Supreme 
Court gave him the Constitutional right to play 
violent video games.  I sent him to his room and 
he called Amnesty International”  

A selection of US coverage can be found below. 

June 27, 2011 Scientific American  
http://www.psychology.iastate.edu/faculty/caa/
Multimedia/VGVSupremeCourtSciAmer.pdf
 

June 27, 2011 Wall Street Journal article 
http://www.psychology.iastate.edu/faculty/caa/
Multimedia/VGVSupremeCourtWSJ-6-27-11.pdf

June 28, 2011 ABC News 
http://www.psychology.iastate.edu/faculty/caa/
Multimedia/VGVSupremeCourtABC-News.pdf

2011 Op-Ed article on Supreme Court Case
http://www.psychology.iastate.edu/faculty/caa/
Multimedia/VGV-SC-OpEdDDAGCAA.pdf

further consideration by the Senate of the  
Senate Environment, Communications and the 
Arts Committee’s 2008 report, Sexualisation of 
children in the contemporary media. The LCA 
Comittee recommended that the Senate should, 
as a matter of urgency, establish an inquiry to 
consider the progress made by industry bodies 
and others in addressing the issues.  

Let’s hope we don’t have to wait too long for a 
Senator to take up the cause.  

continued from P1
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

CONFERENCES
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ADVERTISING
Lapierre, MA; et al (2011)
Influence of licensed spokescharacters 
and health cues on children’s ratings of 
cereal taste.
Archives of Pediatrics & Adolescent 
Medicine, Vol. 165, No. 3, Pp229-234

Morgenstern, M; et al (2011)
Exposure to alcohol advertising and 
teen drinking.
Preventive Medicine, Vol. 52, No. 2, Pp146-151

Hill, Jennifer A (2011)
Endangered childhoods: how 
consumerism is impacting child and 
youth identity.
Media Culture Society, Vol. 33, No. 3, Pp347-362

Cada, J & Gotz, M (2011)
“Look, Bob was also able to do it!”.
Televizion, 24/.2011/E, Pp13-18

Vridstoft, P (2011)
“There is no innocence left in children’s 
television”.
Televizion, 24/.2011/E, Pp10-12

CLASSIFICATION
Bodey, Michael (2011)
Movie ratings miss their targets.
The Australian, 6 July 2011, P17

COMPUTERS & INTERNET
Mishna, F; et al (2011)
Interventions to prevent and reduce 
cyber abuse of youth: A systematic 
review.
Research on Social Work Practice, Vol. 21, 
No. 1, Pp5-14

Horzum, Mehmet Baris (2011)
Examining computer game addiction 
level of primary school students in 
terms of different variables.
Egitim VE Bilim-Education and Science, Vol. 
36, No. 159, Pp56-68

Denvir, C; et al (2011)
Surfing the Web - recreation or resource? 
Exploring how young people in the UK 
use the Internet as an advice portal for 
problems with a legal dimension.
Interacting with Computers, Vol. 23, No. 1, 
Pp96-104

Valkenburg, PM & Peter, J (2011)
Online communication among 
adolescents: An integrated model of its 
attraction, opportunities, and risks.
Journal of Adolescent Health, Vol. 48, No. 2, 
Pp121-127

Quayle, E & Jones, T (2011)
Sexualised images of children on the 
Internet.
Sexual Abuse - A Journal of Research and 
Treatment, Vol. 23, No. 1, Pp7-21

Mitchell, KJ; et al (2011)
Youth Internet victimization in a 
broader victimization context.
Journal of Adolescent Health, Vol. 48, No. 2, 
Pp128-134

MEDIA EFFECTS - HEALTH
Brown, JE; et al (2011)
Television viewing by school-age 
children: Associations with physical 
activity, snack food consumption and 
unhealthy weight.
Social Indicators Researche, Vol. 101, No. 2, 
Pp221-225

MacKay, S; Antonopoulos, N; et al (2011)
A comprehensive approach to 
protecting children from unhealthy 
food advertising and promotion.
Obesity Policy Coalition, PBk, P40
www.opc.org.au

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL
Carson, V; et al (2011)
Screen time and risk behaviors in 10- to 
16-year-old Canadian youth.
Preventive Medicine, Vol. 52, No. 2, Pp99-103

Richert, RA; Robb, MB; Smith,EI (2011)
Media as social partners: The social 
nature of young children’s learning 
from screen media.
Child Development, Vol. 82, No. 1, Pp82-95

England, DE; et al (2011)
Gender role portrayal and the Disney 
princesses.
Sex Roles, Vol. 64, No. 7-8, Pp555-567

Connors-Burrow, NA; et al (2011)
Social outcomes associated with media 
viewing habits of low-income preschool 
children.
Early Education and Development, Vol. 22, 
No. 2, Pp256-273

TECHNOLOGY
Szybist, J  (2011)
Is TV on the decrease? Current findings 
on children’s TV consumption.
Televizion, 24/.2011/E, Pp26

Childs, G (2011)
Children’s TV and the Internet - and 
beyond.
Televizion, 24/.2011/E, Pp36-40

VIDEO GAMES
Morrongiello, BA; et al (2010)
Parental supervision of school-age 
children at home: “I think he is in his 
room playing a video game”.
Injury Prevention, Vol. 16, Suppl. 1, Pp0413

Greitemeyer, T; et al (2010)
Playing prosocial video games increases 
empathy and decreases shadenfreude.
Emotion, Vol. 10, No. 6, Pp796-802

Zhang, XM; et al (2011)
Impact of 3D/VR action video games on 
players’ cognition, problem solving and 
its implications in simulation training.
Proceeding ICHL’10 Proceedings of the Third 
international conference on Hybrid learning,  
Vol. 6248, Pp439-452

VIOLENCE
Lan, KL; et al (2010)
Understanding media violence and the 
development of aggressive behavior of 
school children.
International Conference on Learning 
Diversity, Vol. 7,  Pp522-527

Gentile, DA; et al (2011)
Media violence, physical aggression, 
and relational aggression in school age 
children: A short-term longitudinal 
study.
Aggressive Behavior, Vol. 37, No. 2, Pp193-
206

Haravuori, H; et al (2011)
Effects of media exposure on 
adolescents traumatized in a school 
shooting.
Journal of Traumatic Stress, Vol. 24, No. 1, 
Pp70-77

Bilic, V (2011)
The relation between media violence 
and aggressive peer behaviour.
Educational Sciences, Vol. 12, No. 2, Pp263-
281

Krahe, B; et al (2011)
Desensitization to media violence: 
Links with habitual media violence 
exposure, aggressive cognitions, and 
aggressive behavior.
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 
Vol. 100, No. 4, Pp630-646

Adachi, PJC & Willoughby, T (2011)
The effects of violent video games on 
aggression: Is it more than just the 
violence?
Aggression and Violent Behavior, Vol. 16, No. 
1, Pp55-62
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More Australians embrace online 
activities in their daily lives 
The total number of Australian internet 
subscribers rose by 17 per cent in 2010 and 
the average amount of data downloaded 
increased by a further 29 per cent over the 
same period, according to research released 
today by the Australian Communications  
and Media Authority.

‘These increases reflect again the ongoing 
digital boom in online social and economic 
activity,’ said Chris Chapman, ACMA 
Chairman. ‘More and more Australians are 
going online to do their shopping, banking 
and social networking.’

The report, The internet service market and 
Australians in the online environment, found 
that that more than 15 million people aged 
14-years and over used the internet during 
the December quarter of 2010, up from 14.2 
million during the same quarter in 2009. In 
addition, 71 per cent of internet users went 
online at least once a day in December 
2010, compared to 67 per cent in December 
2009 - an increase of 1.2 million users.

E-commerce, video content and social 
networking services are increasingly 
drawing Australians online, with some 
7.4 million persons accessing retail and 
auction web sites, 8.4 million accessing 
social networking sites and 5.5 million 
accessing video streaming sites from home 
during December 2010.

During December 2010, 3.1 million people 
accessed the internet via their mobile 
phone handset, compared to 1.9 million 
during December 2009.

The report and key statistics are available 
online at http://www.acma.gov.au/WEB/
STANDARD/pc=PC_410069

New Zealanders views on their 
Classification System
The New Zealand Office of Film and 
Literature Classification  has released a 
new report: Understanding the Classification 
System – New Zealanders’ Views. The aims 
of the reported research were to find out 
how New Zealanders’ use of entertainment 
media is changing, to gauge the public’s 
knowledge and perceptions of the 
Classification Office and the classification 
system, and to learn how people make use 
of the classification system in their day-to-
day lives.

NZ parents and guardians continue to trust 
and rely upon their classification office. 
When selecting suitable films and video 
games for children, 92% of respondents 
place a high degree of importance on 
classifications and 90% on accompanying 
descriptive notes. 69% think the 
classification system is ‘about right’, and 
84% of those think the Classification Office 
is doing a ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ job. 

Respondents were broadly dissatisfied that 
unrestricted video games are able to be sold 
in New Zealand without local classification 
labels. In the past five years eight games 
went from an unrestricted Australian 
classification to a restricted New Zealand 
classification as a result of complaints or 
other concerns. However, participants in 
this survey felt that felt it important that 
all classification decisions should be based 
on New Zealand society’s values and law, 
and made by a group based within New 
Zealand. 

The full report is available at 
http://www.censorship.govt.nz/pdfword/
Understanding-the-Classification-System-
web-version.pdf

WORLD NEWS KIDS’ TV

A selection of children’s programs 
screened on TV during the period

ABC 1 (Now only afternoon programs)
Play School; Olivia; Grandpa in my 
Pocket; Gawayn; Mona the Vampire; My 
Place; Dance Academy.
ABC 2
Waybaloo; Fireman Sam; Little Princess; 
LazyTown; Pingu; Bookaboo; Florrie’s 
Dragons; Bananas in Pyjamas; Sesame 
Street; Timmy Time; Bob the Builder; 
Zoo Mix; Franny’s Feet; Fluffy Gardens.
ABC 3
Bugged; Oggy and the Cockroaches; 
The Legend of Dick and Dom; Monk; 
Spliced!; Tracey McBean; BTN Extra; 
Escape from Scorpion Island; The Latest 
Buzz; Stormworld; Connor Undercover; 
Summer in Transylvania; Deadly 60.
SEVEN
Toybox; It’s Academic; Castaway; 
Legend of Enyo.
NINE
Hi 5; Kitchen Whiz; Kids’ WB; Dennis & 
Gnasher; The Saddle Club; GASP!
TEN
Totally Wild; Wurrawhy; Me and my 
Monsters; Scope; K-9.
NICKELODEON
Wayside; SpongeBob SquarePants; 
The Fairly Odd parents; The Penguins 
of Madagascar; Shaun the Sheep; Dora 
the Explorer; Team Umizoomi; Hi 5; The 
Fresh Beat Band; iCarly; Victorious; 
Big Time Rush; House of Anubis; True 
Jackson VP; Drake and Josh; Go Diego 
Go!; Spectacular Spider-Man.
DISNEY CHANNEL
Phineas and Ferb; The Suite Life of Zack 
and Cody; Wizards of Waverly Place; 
Sonny with a Chance; Zeke and Luther; 
As the Bell Rings; Hannah Montana; 
Cory in the House.


